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Vehicle concept and body: generously sized interior 
and variable use of space 
 
› Rigid body structure as a basis for agility on the road, off-road capability and safety 
› Plenty of space for passengers and luggage 
› Virtual Pedal allows electric opening and closing of the tailgate 
› A choice of 14 body colours, alloy wheels up to 19 inches available 

 
The ŠKODA KAROQ offers plenty of space for passengers and luggage. Add to that a high 
degree of versatility which can be increased even further thanks to the VarioFlex rear seats. 
Newly designed seats, the electric operation of the tailgate and the electrically retractable 
tow bar contribute to both comfort and all-round capabilities. The ŠKODA KAROQ’s robust 
body structure forms the ideal basis for agile handling on the road and superior off-road 
qualities.  
 
The ŠKODA KAROQ can be identified at first glance as an SUV from the long-established Czech 
brand. Its state-of-the-art vehicle concept and its body are ideal for versatile driving fun on roads as 
well as on rough terrain. Whether it’s for every-day journeys, family or leisure activities: the compact 
all-rounder meets all challenges.  
 
The vehicle’s dimensions highlight the SUV’s robust appearance. Ground clearance and ramp 
angle also point to the all-rounder’s off-road capabilities. The notable increase in terms of body 
length and wheelbase provides the occupants with significantly more space.  
 
ŠKODA KAROQ | Dimensions (standard seats) 
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An all-rounder for everyday journeys, off-road fun and use as tow car 
Apart from its ability to transport cargo, the ŠKODA KAROQ’s versatility is also apparent in the way 
it drives. Due to its robust body structure and the well-engineered chassis technology, the all-
rounder impresses not only with agile and safe handling on the road but also with superior off-road 
qualities.  
The ŠKODA KAROQ features a tailgate that can be opened and closed electrically, either from 
outside or from the interior. The Virtual Pedal that opens the tailgate with a simple foot movement 
is practical and convenient. The electrically retractable tow bar is also available as an option.  
 
 
 
 Further information 
Silke Rosskothen     Štěpán Řehák 
Head of Product Communications    Spokesperson – Product Communications 
T +420 326 811 731    T +420 734 298 614 
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ŠKODA Media Services 
 
skoda-storyboard.com  
 
skoda.media-auto.com 

Download the ŠKODA Media Services app 
 

 
Follow us!  #Skoda 
 

 Facebook  YouTube  Instagram  Twitter 
 
 
ŠKODA AUTO 
› is one of the longest-established car manufacturers in the world. The company was founded in 1895 – during the 

pioneering days of the automobile. Today, the company’s headquarters remain in Mladá Boleslav. 
› currently offers the following model series: CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, OCTAVIA, KAROQ, KODIAQ and SUPERB. 
› delivered more than 1 million vehicles to customers worldwide in 2016. 
› has been part of Volkswagen Group since 1991, one of the most successful vehicle manufacturers in the world. 
ŠKODA, in association with the Group, independently manufactures and develops vehicles as well as components 
such as engines and gear transmissions.   

› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; produces in China, Russia, Slovakia, Algeria and India mainly 
through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners. 

› employs over 30,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets. 

 
  


